Pulse-driven magnetoimpedance sensor detection of biomagnetic fields in musculatures with spontaneous electric activity.
We measured biomagnetic fields in musculatures with spontaneous electric activity using a pulse-driven magnetoimpedance (PMI) sensor with the sensitivity improved toward a pico-Tesla (pT) level. Due to the sufficiently short operation interval of 1 μs, this magnetic sensor enabled quasi-real time recordings of the magnetic field for biological electric activity. Isolated small musculatures from the guinea-pig stomach, taenia caeci, portal vein and urinary bladder were incubated in an organ bath at a body temperature. The improved PMI sensor mounted approximately 1mm below the preparations detected oscillatory magnetic fields reflecting spontaneous electric activities of musculature preparations. In the taenia caeci, application of tetraethyl ammonium (TEA), a K(+) channel blocker, significantly enhanced the magnetic activity estimated by histogram analysis. Also, in some musculature preparations, simultaneous measurements with electric activity revealed that the observed magnetic activities were attributed to biological electric activity. PMI technology is promising for applications in biology and medicine.